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Abstract 

Within this paper, questions concerning subspaces of spaces with the 
pointwise semi-open intersection property are resolved, equality of 
some of the topologies associated with the pointwise semi-open 
intersection property is investigated, and additional topological 
characterizations of finite sets are given. 

1. Introduction 

A question often arising for a given property of topological spaces 
concerns subspaces: “Does the space have the property iff each subspace of 
the space has the property?”, i.e., is the property a subspace property? In a 
recent paper [1], it was noted that the proof of the converse statement in a 
subspace theorem is always quick and easy simply citing the space is a 
subspace of itself and thus, in no way, utilizes the property itself. In 
response, proper subspace inherited properties were defined and investigated 
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[1], giving the properties themselves a new, central role in the consideration 
of subspace questions. 

Definition 1.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space and P be a property of topological 

spaces. If every proper subspace of ( )TX ,  has property P implies ( )TX ,  

has property P, then property P is called a proper subspace inherited 
property (psip) [1]. 

The work in this paper began with questions concerning subspaces of 
spaces with the pointwise semi-open intersection property and grew into the 
work below. Definitions and results used in this paper are given below. 

Semi-open sets were introduced in 1963 [5]. 

Definition 1.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space and let .XA ⊆  Then A is semi- 

open, denoted by ( ),, TXSOA ∈  iff there exists an TO ∈  such that ⊆O  

( )OClA ⊆  [5]. 

Recently [9], semi-open sets were used to define the pointwise semi-open 
intersection property. 

Definition 1.3. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then ( )TX ,  has the pointwise 

semi-open intersection property iff for each ,Xx ∈  there exist semi-open 

sets U and V such that { } VUx ∩=  [9]. 

In 1984 [8], the semi-open set generated topology was introduced and 
used to characterize semi-compact spaces. 

Definition 1.4. A space ( )TX ,  is semi-compact iff each cover of X by 

semi-open sets has a finite subcover [2]. 

Definition 1.5. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then the topology ( )TXTSO ,  

on X with subbase ( )TXSO ,  is called the semi-open set topology on X 

generated by ( )TX ,  [8]. 

Theorem 1.1. A space ( )TX ,  is semi-compact iff ( )( )TXTSOX ,,  is 

compact [8]. 
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Further work on the pointwise semi-open intersection property led to the 
results below. 

Theorem 1.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then the following are equivalent: 

(a) ( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property, (b) =X  

{ }{ } { |∈| xTxx ∪ there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that ∈x  

( ) ( )},VClUCl ∩  and (c) ( )TXTSO ,  is the discrete topology on X [3]. 

In the work below, questions concerning subspaces of spaces with the 
pointwise semi-open intersection property are resolved, conditions on a space 
( )TX ,  for which ( )TXSO ,  is a topology and for which ( )TXTSOT ,=  

are given, and additional topological characterizations of nonempty finite 
sets are given. 

2. Subspaces of Spaces with the Pointwise Semi-open 
Intersection Property 

As in the previous work on proper subspace inherited properties, only 
spaces with three or more elements are considered. The examples below 
show subspaces of spaces with the pointwise semi-open intersection property 
need not have the pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Example 2.1. Let X be an infinite set, let { },N∈|= ixY i  where N 

denotes the set of natural numbers, be a subset of X, let ,2; ≥∈ nn N  and 

let nT  be the topology on X with subbase { }{ } { }....,,1 Xnixi ∪=|  Then, for 

each n, ( )nTX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property and for 

{ },...,,1\ nixXZ i =|=  ( )ZTZ ,  does not have the pointwise semi-open 

intersection property, where ZT  is the subspace topology on Z. 

Thus, for a set, there can be many topologies on the set having the 
pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Regular open sets were introduced in 1937 [10]. 

Definition 2.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space and let .XO ⊆  If =O  
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( )( ),OClInt  then O is said to be regularly open in ( ),, TX  denoted by ∈O  

( )TXRO ,  [10]. 

In the 1937 paper [10], it was proven that for a space ( ),, TX  

( )TXRO ,  is a base for a topology sT  on X, and ( )sTX ,  was called the 

semiregularization space of ( )., TX  

Theorem 2.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then (a) ( )TX ,  has the pointwise 

semi-open intersection property if and only if (b) ( )sTX ,  has the pointwise 

semi-open intersection property. 

Proof. (a) implies (b): Let .Xx ∈  Consider the case that { } .Tx ∈  

Suppose { } .sTx ∉  Then { }( )( ) { }.xxClIntO T ≠=  Let { }.\ xOy ∈  Then 

{ } .Ty ∉  Let U and V be disjoint T-open sets such that ( ) ∩UCly T∈  

( ).VClT  Then Ux ∉  or ,Vx ∉  say .Ux ∉  Since U and { }x  are disjoint   

T-open sets, { }( ) ,∅=xClU T∩  { }( )( ) ,∅=xClIntU TT∩  and ( ) ∩UClT  

{ }( )( ) ,∅=xClIntT  which is a contradiction. Hence { } .sTx ∈  Thus, consider 

the case that { } .Tx ∉  Let Z and W be disjoint T-open sets such that ∈x  

( ) ( ).WClZCl TT ∩  Since for each ,TY ∈  ( ) ( )( )( ),YClIntClYCl TTTT =  

( )( )ZClIntA TT=  and ( )( )WClIntB TT=  are disjoint sT -open sets. Let 

sTC ∈  be such that .Cx ∈  Then TC ∈  and ( ) ∩∩ CZClC T =  

( )( )( ) .∅≠ZClIntCl TTT  Thus, ( ) .∅≠AClC sT∩  Similarly, ( )BClC sT∩  

∅≠  and A and B are disjoint sT -open sets such that ( ) ( ).BClAClx
ss TT ∩∈  

Hence { }{ } { |∈|= xTxxX s ∪ there exist disjoint sT -open sets A and B 

such that ( ) ( )}BClAClx ss TT ∩∈  and ( )sTX ,  has the pointwise semi-open 

intersection property. 

(b) implies (a): Let .Xx ∈  Since ,TTs ⊆  if { } ,sTx ∈  then { } .Tx ∈  Thus, 

consider the case that { } .sTx ∉  Let A and B be disjoint sT -open sets such 

that ( ( )) ( ( )).BClIntAClIntx
ss TTTT ∩∈  Then A and B are disjoint T-open 
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sets. Let TO ∈  be such that .Ox ∈  Then ( )( ) TTOClIntx sTT ⊆∈∈  and 

( )( ).OClIntA TT∩≠∅  Let ( )( ).OClIntAz TT∩∈  Thus, ( )OClz T∈  and 

( )( )( ) ∅≠= OClIntAOAO TT∩∩∩  and ( ).AClx T∈  Similarly, ∈x  

( ).BClT  Hence { }{ } { |∈|= xTxxX ∪ there exist disjoint T-open sets U 

and V such that ( ) ( )}VClUClx TT ∩∈  and ( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-

open intersection property. 

Based on the discussion above, what would happen if every proper 
subspace of a space has the pointwise semi-open intersection property? 

Theorem 2.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space such that every proper subspace of 

( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property. Then ( )TX ,  is 

1T  and has the pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Proof. Let x and y be distinct elements of X and let { }., yxY =  Since X 

has three or more elements, Y is a proper subset of X and ( )YTY ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property. Since there do not exist disjoint 

YT -open sets whose closures intersect, { } { } YTyx ∈,  and there exist T-open 

sets C and D such that ,,, DyCyCx ∈∉∈  and .Dx ∉  Hence ( )TX ,  is .1T  

Let .Xu ∈  If { } ,Tu ∈  then { } ( )., TXTSOu ∈  Thus, consider the case 

that { } .Tu ∉  Let .; uvXv ≠∈  Then { }v  is T-closed, { } ,\ TvXZ ∈=  and 

( )ZTZ ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property. Since { } ,Tu ∉  

{ } .ZTu ∉  Let U and V be disjoint ZT -open sets such that ( ) ∩UClu
ZT∈  

( ).VCl
ZT  Since ,TZ ∈  U and V are disjoint T-open sets, ( ) ∩UClu

ZT∈  

( ) ( ) ( ),VClUClVCl TTTZ
∩⊆  and { } ( )., TXTSOu ∈  Thus, ( )TX ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Corollary 2.1. The pointwise semi-open intersection property is a proper 
subspace inherited property. 

Could the pointwise semi-open intersection property be strengthened, 
where the new property would be both a subspace property and a proper 
subspace inherited property? 
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Definition 2.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. If every subspace of ( )TX ,  has 

the pointwise semi-open intersection property, then ( )TX ,  is said to have 

the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Theorem 2.3. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then the following are equivalent: 

(a) ( )TX ,  has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property, (b) 

( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property and, in ( ),, TX  

the pointwise semi-open intersection property and the hereditary pointwise 
semi-open intersection property are equivalent, (c) for each Xx ∈  and 

{ },\ xXY =  ( )YTY ,  has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection 

property, (d) every proper subspace of ( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open 

intersection property, and (e) every proper subspace of ( )TX ,  has the 

hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Proof. Clearly, (a) implies (b). 

(b) implies (c): Let Xx ∈  and let { }.\ xXY =  Since ( )TX ,  has the 

hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property, ( )YTY ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property and, since every subspace of 
( )YTY ,  is a subspace of ( ),, TX  every subspace of ( )YTY ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property. Hence ( )YTY ,  has the hereditary 

pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

(c) implies (d): Let Z be a proper subset of X. Let ZXx \∈  and let =Y  

{ }.\ xX  Since ( )YTY ,  has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection 

property, ( ) ( )ZYZ TZTZ ,, =  has the pointwise semi-open intersection 

property. 

(d) implies (e): Let Z be a proper subset of X. Then ( )ZTZ ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property and every subspace of ( )ZTZ ,  

has the pointwise semi-open intersection property, which implies ( )ZTZ ,  

has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property. 
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(e) implies (a): Since every proper subspace of ( )TX ,  has the hereditary 

pointwise semi-open intersection property, every proper subspace of ( )TX ,  

has the pointwise semi-open intersection property and, by Theorem 2.2, 
( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property and ( )TX ,  has 

the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Corollary 2.2. The hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property 
is both a subspace property and a psip. 

The examples in Example 2.1, which are not ,1T  show that the hereditary 

pointwise semi-open intersection property is stronger than the pointwise 
semi-open intersection property. Must spaces with the pointwise semi-open 
intersection property have a separation property? 

In 1975 [6], ;iT  ,2,1,0=i  was generalized to semi- iT  by replacing 

open in the definition of iT  by semi-open; ,2,1,0=i  respectively. 

Theorem 2.4. Let ( )TX ,  have the pointwise semi-open intersection 

property. Then ( )TX ,  is semi- .2T  

Proof. Since ( )TXTSO ,  is the discrete topology on X, ( )( )TXTSOX ,,  

is 2T  and since ( )( )YXTSOX ,,  is 2T  iff ( )TX ,  is semi- 2T  [4], ( )TX ,  is 

semi- .2T  

Does the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property behave in 
the same manner as the pointwise semi-open intersection property with 
respect to semiregularization spaces as given in Theorem 2.1? 

Example 2.2. Let T be the topology on N with base { }{ }∪3≥| nn  

{ OO ∈|1  and O\N  is } { OO ∈| 2finite ∪  and O\N  is }.finite  Then ( )TX ,  

has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property, but since every 

sT -open set containing 1 contains 2, and vice-versa, ( )sT,N  does not have 

the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Theorem 2.5. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(a) ( )TX ,  has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property, (b) 

for each subset Y of X, ( ( ) )sYTY ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection 

property, and (c) for each proper subset Y of X, ( ( ) )sYTY ,  has the pointwise 

semi-open intersection property. 

Proof. (a) implies (b): Let Y be a subset of X. If ,XY =  then, by 

Theorem 2.1, ( )sTX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Thus, consider the case that Y is a proper subset of X. Then, by Theorem 2.3, 
( )YTY ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property and, by Theorem 

2.1, ( )YTY ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Clearly, (b) implies (c). 

(c) implies (a): Let Y be a proper subset of X. Since ( ( ) )sYTY ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property, by Theorem 2.1, ( )YTY ,  has the 

pointwise semi-open intersection property. Hence, by Theorem 2.3, ( )TX ,  

has the hereditary pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

As proven in Theorem 2.2, if ( )TX ,  has the hereditary semi-open 

intersection property, then ( )TX ,  is 1T  and has the pointwise semi-open 

intersection property. What about the converse statement? 

Example 2.3. Let X be the positive real number and let .\NXY =  Let T 

be the topology on X with base { }{ } { }.finiteis\OXOnn |∈| ∪N  Then 

( )TX ,  is 1T  and has the pointwise semi-open intersection property, but 

( )YTY ,  does not have the pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

3. Equality of Topologies and New Topological Characterizations of 
Nonempty Finite Sets 

Results in a 1965 paper [7] include the following result. 

Theorem 3.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then ( )TXSO ,  is a topology on 

X iff ( )TX ,  is extremally disconnected [7]. 
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Definition 3.1. A space ( )TX ,  is extremally disconnected iff for each 

( ) TOClTO ∈∈ ,  [11]. 

The result above is used in the next two results. 

Corollary 3.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then the following are 

equivalent: (a) ( )TXSO ,  is a topology on X, (b) ( )TX ,  is extremally 

disconnected, and (c) ( ) ( ).,, TXTSOTXSO =  

Theorem 3.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then ( )TXTSOT ,=  iff =T  

( )., TXSO  

Proof. Suppose ( )., TXTSOT =  Since ( ) ( ),,, TXTSOTXSOT ⊆⊆  

( )., TXSOT =  

Conversely, suppose ( )., TXSOT =  Then ( )TXSO ,  is a topology on 

X, ( ) ( ),,, TXTSOTXSO =  and ( )., TXTSOT =  

Theorem 3.3. Let ( )TX ,  be a space and ( )TC  be the family of closed 

sets in ( )., TX  Then the following are equivalent: (a) T is the discrete 

topology on X, (b) ( )TCT =  and ( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open 

intersection property, (c) ( )TXTSOT ,=  and ( )TX ,  has the pointwise 

semi-open intersection property, and (d) ( )TX ,  is extremally disconnected 

and has the pointwise semi-open intersection property. 

Proof. (a) implies (b): Since T is the discrete topology on X, every subset 
of X is both open and closed and ( ).TCT =  Since for each ,Xx ∈  { } Tx ∈  

iff { } ( )TXSOx ,∈  [3], then ( )TXSO ,  is the discrete topology on X and 

( )TX ,  is extremally disconnected. 

(b) implies (c): Suppose there exists Xx ∈  such that { } .Tx ∉  Let U and 

V be disjoint open sets such that ( ) ( ).VClUClx ∩∈  Then ( ) UUCl =  and 

( ) ,VVCl =  which is a contradiction. Thus, T is the discrete topology on X 

and by the arguments above ( ) ( ).,, TXTSOTXSOT ==  
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(c) implies (d): By Theorem 3.2, ( )TXSO ,  is a topology on X and 

( )TX ,  is extremally disconnected. 

(d) implies (a): Suppose there exists an Xx ∈  such that { } .Tx ∉  Let U 

and V be disjoint open sets such that ( ) ( ).VClUClx ∩∈  Since U and V are 

disjoint open sets and ( )TX ,  is extremally disconnected, ( )UCl  and ( )VCl  

are disjoint sets, which is a contradiction. Hence T is the discrete topology    
on X. 

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a nonempty set. Then X is finite iff for each 
topology T on X for which ( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection 

property, ( )TX ,  is semi-compact. 

Proof. If X is finite, then for any topology T on X, ( )TX ,  is semi- 

compact. Thus, consider the case that for each topology T on X for which 
( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property, ( )TX ,  is semi- 

compact. Suppose X is infinite and let T be the discrete topology on X. By 
Theorem 3.3, ( )TX ,  has the pointwise semi-open intersection property and 

( )., TXTSOT =  Then { }{ }Xxx ∈|  is a cover of X by ( )YXTSO , -open 

sets with no finite subcover and ( )( )TXTSOX ,,  is not compact, which 

contradicts ( )TX ,  is semi-compact. Hence X is finite. 

Theorem 3.5. Let X be a nonempty set. Then X is finite iff for a topology 
T on X, ( )TX ,  is semi- 1T  iff ( )TX ,  is semi- .2T  

Proof. Suppose X is finite. Let T be a topology on X for which ( )TX ,  is 

semi- .1T  Then X is finite and ( )( )TXTSOX ,,  is ,1T  which implies 

( )TXTSO ,  is the discrete topology on X. Thus, ( )( )TXTSOX ,,  is ,2T  

which implies ( )TX ,  is semi- .2T  Semi- 2T  always implies semi- .1T  

Conversely, suppose that for a topology T on X, ( )TX ,  is semi- 1T  iff 

( )TX ,  is semi- .2T  Suppose X is infinite. Let T be the finite complement 

topology on X. Then ( )TX ,  is 1T  and thus, semi- ,1T  but ( )TX ,  is not 

semi- .2T  Hence X is finite. 
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